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Monitor - 1 

 

LAMPREY_variant siphoning blood 

From the vibrant machine & 

Storing its output in the reservoir of its belly 

Until the blood has dried into a rusted column 

I am nourished via the loop 

Basinski [2003] feeds the LAMPREY_variant 

Through a tape head & 

The tape head deteriorates the loop & 

The loop draws blood from the LAMPREY’s  

Mouth & the tongue delineates into 6 

Groove iterations & 

Each iteration articulates a unique lexicon 

Of isometric language [spatial poetic] 

& outlines a microlithic LAMPREY_variant 

Fractalizing the anatomy of the organism & 

Creating 6 base-outlines 

Which are further separated 

Through the variation of their lower orders 

 

Monitor - 2 

 

HUD elements have been corrupted 

By the performance capture 

& now form a kind of crude interface 

w/ unorganized elements 

The face, the health, the mana 

Creating a holy trinity 

In different arrangements 

 

Monitor - 3 

 

A bouquet of severed fingers 

w/ nails frayed like wire & 

An asterisk flickering in the corner 

Denoting something about our current milieu 

I am nourished via the loop 

Feeding on the uprooted sphagnum 

That hangs from the acid-pocked hinges 

Of the power supply & 

Trying desperately to unsever our connection 

All in-vein of course 

The display fragments into an argos of eyes 

I watch myself from 100 angles 

 

Monitor - 4 

 

LAMPREY_variant individually 

Plucks & consumes the eyes planted across 

The meadow-mesh & 

Regurgitates them onto the corrupted HUD 

Replacing each fractured element w/ 

A crudely molded facsimile 

Expanding the user’s FOV 



Into a hyperbolic dimension [ocular inversion] 

I am nourished via the loop 

& the body is introduced 

To a non-euclidean mode of being 

Where the connection between you & I 

Is distinctly unpredictable 

 

Monitor - 5 

 

Argos [materialized] prods the open slit 

Of each severed eye 

 

Monitor - 6 

 

Farming copper wire 

In the pitch-stained lakes 

Underneath xibalba 

Attempting to reach the core 

Attempting to unsever the HUD 

& reconnect to surface-servers 

Before traveling deeper 

 

Monitor - 7 

 

LAMPREY_variant thriving 

In the utter darkness of the subterranean 

Landscape [hypo-topo-zone] 

Draining the blood from your occipital 

& feeding it to the interface 

I am nourished via the loop 

 

Monitor - 8 

 

The interface illuminates the deep-earth 

Attempting to suture the user 

To a some form of planetary scale computation 

Utilizing the primitive [human] brain 

As a modular node 

Which can move freely through 

The cavernous bloodstream 

 

Monitor - 9 

 

User-body output suggests 

The materializing of neural constructs 

In subsurface gaps & 

The evolved articulation of these constructs 

Culminating in a physical artifact 

Denoted by a long humming & 

Minor seismic activity 

 

Monitor - 10 

 

I am nourished via the loop  

And the earth is singing my song 

 

Monitor - 11 

 

LAMPREY_variant pulls the last 



Ounce of blood from the user-body 

Fully integrating its anatomy 

Into the interface / repairing the HUD 

Granting new vision 

As artifacts begin their migration 

Towards the node 

Humming to it & 

It humming back to them 

I am nourished via the loop  

& the loop is nourished via me 
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